1st Summer School
MATH @ NTUA

Nonlinear Partial Differential Equations
20-24 June 2017

Department of Mathematics
School of Applied Mathematical and Physical Sciences
National Technical University of Athens

COURSE INSTRUCTORS
- MIHALIS DAFERMOS, UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE & PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
- GEORGIOS MOSCHIDIS, PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
- KONSTANTINA TRIVISA, UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND, COLLEGE PARK
- ATHANASIOS TZAVARAS, KING ABDULLAH UNIVERSITY OF SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY

INVITED SPEAKER
CONSTANTINE DAFERMOS, BROWN UNIVERSITY

ORGANISING COMMITTEE
EMMANUIL GEORGOULIS, MICHALIS LOULAKIS, DROSSOS GINTIDES

The School is addressed to graduate or advanced undergraduate students
The official language is English
The number of participants is limited
Deadline for applications to attend: 23rd April 2017
Email: summer.school.2017@math.ntua.gr
URL: http://sites.math.ntua.gr/summer-school/

Supported by the Christos Papakyriakopoulos bequest